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Preface
Dear colleagues,
Technology and music have a centuries old history of coexistence: from luthiers to music information
research. The emergence of machine learning for artificial intelligence in music technology has the
potential to change the way music is experienced, learned, played and listened. This raises concerns
related to its fair and transparent use, avoiding discrimination, designing sustainable experimental
frameworks, and being aware of the biases the algorithms and datasets have.
The first edition of the Workshop Designing Human-Centric Music Information Research systems
aims at bringing together people interested in discussing the ethical implications of our technologies
and proposing robust ways to assess our system for discrimination, sustainability, and transparency.
We strongly believe that research on fairness, accountability, transparency advances through multidisciplinary research. Thus, this first edition hosts two keynotes talks which bring a refreshing perspective from two different fields, economics and human-computer interaction. First, Luis Aguiar,
University of Zurich, presents ”Platforms, Promotion, and Product Discovery: Evidence from Spotify Playlists”. Second, Nava Tintarev, Delft University of Technology, presents ”Supporting User
Control for Music Recommendations”.
We would like to thank our keynote speakers and the participants for their insightful presentations
and for contributing to the discussion. Finally, we would like to thank Jaehun Kim and Ginny
Ruiter who assisted us in organizing the venue.

Marius Miron, Vicky Charisi, Emilia Gómez
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A PROPOSAL FOR A NEUTRAL MUSIC RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
Peter Knees
Faculty of Informatics
TU Wien
Vienna, Austria
peter.knees@tuwien.ac.at

ABSTRACT

the circumstances under which this data came about are
not always clear and—depending on the source, time
span, and filtering—might exhibit a variety of biases (e.g.,
popularity, community, presentation, stakeholder, cf. [6])
possibly representative for a specific service or purpose
but not for music listening per se.
In this position paper, we propose an architecture for
an interface for music consumption and research purposes
that acts as intermediary between the users and music
streaming providers. The goal is to design this system
with neutral utility (see Sec. 2), such that the system has
the main objective of satisfying users irrespective of further constraints. Comparable to MovieLens for the movie
domain [3], we aim at building a recommender system that
collects preferences of users and matches them with accessible content across accessible service catalogs. Besides
enabling access to a wider range of music in a consolidated
interface and with a consistent user experience, such a system would give users increased levels of control over their
data and the recommendation process. For academic research, such a system would allow deeper insights into music consumption behavior and provide an unprecedented in
vivo experimentation setup.

In this paper, we propose an initiative for a neutral music
recommender system for music consumption and research
purposes, that acts as intermediary between the users and
music streaming providers. Neutral is this context refers to
the utility of the system in making recommendations and
should result in the primary objective of satisfying users
irrespective of potential side constraints. In contrast to existing individual systems that operate in multistakeholder
environments and follow objectives beyond user satisfaction, our proposal entails accessing individual services via
a joint proxy that manages an overall user profile and resorts to multiple services for provision of content with the
primary goal of optimizing for user satisfaction. Such a
system would not only provide a consolidated interface and
consistent user experience over the union of accessible catalogs, but also give users increased levels of control over
their data and the recommendation process.
1. MOTIVATION
Music recommender systems [10] are a central element in
today’s music consumption. They allow users to listen to
the music they prefer and discover new music they might
like from the vast catalogs of music streaming providers
with minimal effort. However, while typical music streaming catalogs contain tens of millions of tracks, none covers
all possible tracks and renditions. Furthermore, usage of
a personalized system also bears the risks for users of disclosing personal and sensitive information and being targeted for advertising and marketing.
With an increasing number of players in the market and millions of users worldwide, a vast volume of
interaction data and other traces of music listening is
produced constantly. For academic research, typically,
only small snapshots of this behavioral data are made
available by commercial services for research purposes,
limiting academic research to offline evaluation scenarios, cf. [11], or simulations of listening behavior under
artificial online or lab conditions, e.g. [5]. Additionally,

2. MUSIC RECOMMENDATION AS
MULTISTAKEHOLDER SCENARIO
Current music streaming platforms and their recommender
systems operate in multistakeholder environments. As a
consequence, they might follow objectives beyond pure
user satisfaction, e.g., to optimize for revenue or preferences of content providers, cf. [2, 4, 8].
To model considerations of key stakeholders in recommender systems, Abdollahpouri et al. [1] have defined the
multistakeholder framework. In the framework, utility and
type of interaction of the key stakeholders C (consumer),
P (provider of content), and S (system, i.e. the platform)
can be expressed. In current music recommendation systems, the consumer has a personalized objective p with
either passive or active interaction ∗ ; the provider has—
presumably—a neutral objective n, as the provider has no
preference in which users get which content, and a passive
interaction − , based on implicit feedback; and the system
an aggregate or targeted utility a, t, as it gains from recommendations and has further objectives [2]; expressed as
hCp∗ , Pn− , Sa,t i.

c Peter Knees. Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Peter Knees. “A Proposal for a Neutral Music Recommender System”,
1st Workshop on Designing Human-Centric MIR Systems, Delft, The
Netherlands, 2019.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the current setting of music streaming with 1...n services and per-service recommendation (left)
and the proposed setting with a neutral music recommender system acting as proxy and/or aggregator for 1...n different
music services (right).
is more holistic, as it presents itself to the user not as an
evaluation testbed, but an integrated music streaming platform, aggregating the subscriptions and accounts of the
user to develop a central user profile. As such, we expect
the data collected to represent a less restricted selection and
a more natural sample of real-world listening. This also
entails the responsibility of user data management and providing a recommendation service that is competitive with
or superior to existing platforms.
The Tomahawk project 1 is an open-source initiative to
develop a multi-source and cross-platform music player.
The goal is to combine a user’s local library with free and
commercial streaming services and enable playback from
one of the accessible sources through an integrated interface. Connectivity with other users and simultaneous listening is another goal of the project.
ListenBrainz by the MetaBrainz Foundation 2 is an
open-source project recreating an open data version of the
AudioScrobbler functionality of Last.fm 3 . ListenBrainz
allows users to import existing Last.fm listening profiles
and stores public listening profiles with the goal of making
it openly accessible for anyone interested, e.g. research
initiatives [12].

The goal of our proposal is to move from this situation
to a situation expressed as hCp∗ , Pn− , Sn i, where the system
has neutral utility n, resulting in the main objective of satisfying users regardless of side constraints. We set out to
accomplish this transition by the idea and system architecture outlined next.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In other domains, such as hotel bookings (Booking.com,
trivago, etc.) or news recommendation (Google News,
Blendle, etc.), meta-search portals facilitate access to multiple content providers via a consistent interface. Similarly,
we propose to build a music streaming service aggregation
platform, combining the catalogs of multiple platforms,
while providing a unified experience based on the state of
the art in research in both recommendation algorithms and
user interface design.
Fig. 1 compares the current stakeholder-driven situation
(left) with the envisioned neutral system (right). While in
the current situation, a user subscribes to one or more services, each using an individual interface and storing a user
profile for recommending music, in the envisioned scenario, the user registers [1...n] accounts to services that
allow access to their collection and unlimited streaming
through an API, typically premium accounts.
In the following, we describe related efforts and discuss
the implications of such a system from the perspectives of
consumers, researchers, and services.

3.2 Advantages for Consumers
Beside improved user experience, a neutral system offers
several advantages for users. With the neutral system being
in charge of giving recommendations, features often called
for in academic research but not consistently implemented
in commercial systems can be provided. Foremost this
concerns matters of transparency and control, both regarding the functionality of the recommendation algorithm, as

3.1 Related Work
Our proposed system resembles the MuSe system [9], a
music recommendation management system, set out to
provide an experimentation testbed for different music recommender algorithms. In contrast to MuSe, our approach

1

https://github.com/tomahawk-player/tomahawk
https://listenbrainz.org
3 https://last.fm
2
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cussed. A major challenge of such a system would be cold
start. To combat cold start, upon providing credentials and
giving consent, existing data stored in user accounts should
be imported into the user profile of the neutral system. By
joining multiple user profiles in one central profile, we also
pursue the goal of building user profiles that are not biased
wrt. one specific service and perpetuating their patterns.
A non-trivial prerequisite for all these steps is to get listings of the available catalogs and find matchings between
them. Unambiguous meta-data matching has been a challenge since the beginnings of music information retrieval
research and is still not satisfactorily solved, especially,
if direct access to content for fingerprinting is not possible. Keeping databases constantly updated for every service supported poses further challenges.

well as the user model and the data stored (cf. GDPR regulations within the European Union).
The latter aspect is an important feature and underlying motivation for this type of service, as usage of a personalized system also entails disclosing personal and potentially sensitive information through interaction, cf. [7].
This also bears the risk of being targeted for advertising
and marketing. Recent work already addresses these risks
and investigates the impact of fake plays on impeding prediction of personal information [13]. In case multiple services are registered with the neutral recommender, the system can choose the best source for playback, while diversifying sources. Hence, the more sources are available the
less concentrated playback information is stored. In the
broader context of digital humanism [14], the goals of privacy, transparency, and intervention with platform monopolies are important measures to be taken.
In a later step, the collected user data could be used for
service recommendation as well, i.e., based on user preferences and the extrapolated recommendations, the user can
be advised which alternative or additional service subscription would provide best value for the customer.

5. DISCUSSION
We proposed a music streaming aggregation service that
effectively decouples recommendation of music content
from its provision and delivery. This concept is not intended as an effort to be accomplished by one group but
is inherently envisioned and designed to be carried by a
broader initiative, to ultimately open up new opportunities for academic research. Required work does not only
comprise the development and maintenance of the service
under real-world usage conditions and requirements and
management of user profiles, but also approval of requests
for testing algorithms and scientific guidance of the process, among others. It should result in a less biased and
neutral algorithmic testbed, as well as a music streaming
interface providing the state of the art in music recommender systems research, a superior user experience, transparency in algorithms, and control over personal data.
It needs to be noted that a neutral system does not
necessarily entail fair recommendations as other effects
might impact this aspect, such as data biases and feedback
loops. What is considered fair depends on the perspective
of the stakeholder, e.g., for providers, fairness might be
expressed as equal distribution of record labels in tracks
streamed, cf. [2,6]; for artists, e.g., that there is no inherent
discrimination based on gender. A definition of fairness
from a user’s perspective is still to be given. Diversity and
novelty might play a role in this.
To conclude, not all undesirable effects of current
streaming and recommendation services will be eliminated
by the proposed system. However, the objective of being neutral is a prerequisite for mitigating data biases and
researching further effects of recommender-driven music
listening behaviour, therefore supporting the development
and design of improved systems in the future.

3.3 Advantages for Research
Maintaining a public service for media recommendation
can have a positive impact on research as has been demonstrated in the movie domain through the MovieLens project
by the GroupLens team of the University of Minnesota [3].
From MovieLens, we can learn that runnign a service does
not only provide a source for the release of datasets consisting of snapshots of anonymized user profiles, but also a
platform for testing academic recommender algorithms in
production. In particular, the currently missing possibility
of testing and comparing algorithms developed and optimized using offline data also in an online fashion through
A/B testing could boost academic research in music recommendation significantly. In this regard, the MuSe system [9] can serve as a blueprint for our system.
3.4 Implications for Services
For services, implications are not necessarily advantageous. While services make use of the collected data for
optimizing user experience (as well as other objectives,
cf. sec. 2), they also explore collected data to optimize catalogs and learning about their user base. If services are reduced to their role as content providers and usage data can
be recorded only partially or, in a later stage, is concealed
by fake play events, service quality might be affected. As
a consequence, if such a feature would be developed, dedicated concealment of listening information should not be
the default setting but only be an opt-in feature for users.
Users should therefore also be given the option of sharing
their data with specific services.

6. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
4. FURTHER CHALLENGES

We thank the anonymous reviewers for their constructive
comments, valuable input for discussion, and additional
pointers to related work.

Apart from different challenges discussed throughout the
paper, two other foreseen aspects should be briefly dis-
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ARTIST AND STYLE EXPOSURE BIAS IN COLLABORATIVE
FILTERING BASED MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Andres Ferraro, Dmitry Bogdanov, Xavier Serra
Music Technology Group Universitat Pompeu Fabra
first.lastname@upf.edu

ABSTRACT

Jason Yoon
Kakao Corp.
jason.yoon@kakaocorp.com

Celma and Cano [3] show this by analysing navigation,
clustering and connectivity in artist similarity networks
built with collaborative filtering data.
With the advances in deep learning, new methods had
been proposed for long-tail and cold-start recommendations using audio information and metadata [12,14], which
can learn automatically a representation from the data
without the need for manually selecting the features.
Still, these solutions have some issues, in particular related to the fact that they work as black-boxes. For example, it is difficult to explain the results and it is hard to know
if different musical styles are well-represented. Also, previous works do not show how robust these methods are to
biased datasets and if it is possible to generate recommendations for new styles or genres that are less present in the
user-item interactions.
The growth of music streaming services in the last years
has increased the importance of music recommender systems, and reducing the choice overload is commonly referred to as one of the advantages of these systems. Therefore, it is important to understand the increasing impact
that these systems have to what people listen. They define
which song will be the next hit, how much will an artist
earn or even which music genres might receive almost zero
promotion. This raises some ethical issues that had been
discussed in previous works. For example, Holzapfel et
al. [6] raise the question if a group of artists that are never
recommended by a system can be considered a case of discrimination. As researchers, we have to think about the
implications of the systems we develop and the importance
of assuring every artist has a fair chance to reach the public [5].
Recently, there have been studies trying to address these
issues. Cramer et al. [4] summarizes possible algorithmic biases and highlights that music recommendations for
“balanced” not-biased consumption may not necessarily
lead to optimal experience for many users. McInerney et
al. [10] propose a bandits approach to balance exploration
and exploitation in the recommendations for the users, but
they do not address its impact on the exposure of different
artists or music styles. Mehrotra et al. [11] proposes a way
to understand the trade-off between relevance, satisfaction
and fairness in music recommendations. In this case, fairness measures the diversity of the level of popularity of
recommendations, but it does not capture the overall exposure of the artists or the different musical styles.

Algorithms have an increasing influence on the music that
we consume and understanding their behavior is fundamental to make sure they give a fair exposure to all artists
across different styles. In this on-going work we contribute to this research direction analyzing the impact of
collaborative filtering recommendations from the perspective of artist and music style exposure given by the system.
We first analyze the distribution of the recommendations
considering the exposure of different styles or genres and
compare it to the users’ listening behavior. This comparison suggests that the system is reinforcing the popularity
of the items. Then, we simulate the effect of the system
in the long term with a feedback loop. From this simulation we can see how the system gives less opportunity
to the majority of artists, concentrating the users on fewer
items. The results of our analysis demonstrate the need
for a better evaluation methodology for current music recommendation algorithms, not only limited to user-focused
relevance metrics.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are multiple factors that make design decisions for a
music recommendation system a complex problem. Some
decisions can be related to theoretical aspects of music,
while others may have ideological or social connotations,
may be subjective, not possible to quantify, or be changing
depending on time and context [13].
Collaborative filtering methods are typically used to
generate a recommendation by identifying patterns in what
people listen from historical information. The drawback
of these methods is that since they do not consider any
other than information about interactions between users
and items, it is not possible to generate recommendations
for new items (the cold-start problem). Also the recommendations tend to follow the distribution of popularity
of the music [8] with the most popular items being recommended more (the long-tail recommendation problem).
c Andres Ferraro, Dmitry Bogdanov, Xavier Serra, Jason
Yoon. Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Andres Ferraro, Dmitry Bogdanov,
Xavier Serra, Jason Yoon. “Artist and style exposure bias in collaborative
filtering based music recommendations”, 20th International Society for
Music Information Retrieval Conference, Delft, The Netherlands, 2019.
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Following these studies, we demonstrate preliminary
results of our on-going research that gives a better understanding of the influence of music recommendation systems on users’ behavior that could affect artists’ exposure.
We show that the distribution of the recommendations in
terms of their artists, styles or genres is different from what
the users had listened before. Also, we show that with time
the system tends to recommend fewer items, therefore, focusing user interactions on fewer artists, which is not the
desired behavior of the system.
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Figure 1: Distribution of recommendations and users listening. Values are average percentages per music style.

In this work, we use a basic Matrix Factorization [7] algorithm and Echo Nest Profile Subset to build a user-track
matrix and generate 10 track recommendations for each
user. We use the associated tags from Last.fm Dataset to
analyze how recommendations are distributed across the
different musical styles in comparison with listening statistics from our dataset representing the initial preferences of
users. We also show a simulation of how these recommendations can affect user behavior in the long term. For this
we take the recommendation of the system for each user
and increase the counter in the original user-track matrix,
simulating that the users listened to all recommendations
by the system. We then retrain the model and generate
new recommendations. We repeat this process 30 times.

can have an idea of the amount of artists that the system
gives zero promotion.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Distribution of recommendations
Figure 1 shows the global tag distribution of all user-track
recommendations pairs (10 tracks per user) compared to
such a distribution for initial user listening behavior for the
top 20 tags. 1 For the rest of the tags, the system is recommending 9.4% less compared with what the users listened
to. Table 1 similarly reports an average percentage of recommendations and initial user preferences in three tag and
artists categories grouped by their popularity in terms of
the original play counts.
We can see a clear popularity bias in what users listen
to, and this bias is further reinforced by recommendations,
which may be not the desired behavior. The system is recommending more top tags and less long-tail tags than what
people listened to.

2.1 Datasets
The Million Song Dataset (MSD) [9] is a large dataset of
audio features and metadata expanded by the Music Information Retrieval community with additional information
including tags, lyrics and other annotations. The Echo Nest
Taste Profile Subset [2] provides play counts by 1,019,318
users covering 384,546 songs from MSD, originally gathered from an undisclosed set of applications. For this work
we only consider users and items with more than 30 interactions (128,374 tracks by 18,063 artists and 445,067
users), to make sure we have enough information for training and evaluating the model. Additionally, the Last.fm
Dataset [2] provides song-level tags extracted from Last.fm
for a subset of MSD. These tags are crowdsourced and
cover genre, instrumentation, moods and eras. One track
can have multiple tags.

Recommended
Listened

Tags 1-5

Tags 5-2k

Tag 2k-50k

4.7807
4.1195

0.0347
0.0327

0.0001
0.0003

(a) Tags
Recommended
Listened

2.2 Metrics

Artists 1-5

Artists 5-2k

Artists 2k-18k

1.5672
0.6182

0.0433
0.0370

0.0003
0.0014

(b) Artists

For a better understanding of system behavior, we need to
define metrics that can assess how probable it is for new or
less popular artists to be recommended and compare those
across different styles. It is also valuable to know to how
many different users each artist is recommended.
In this work, we use the Gini index to measure the distribution of how many users each artist gets recommended to,
but in future works other metrics should be also considered
(for example, proposed for multistakeholder recommendation approaches [1]).
We also use Coverage to measure the percentage of different artists globally recommended. With this metric we

Table 1: Average percentage of recommendations and user
play counts for (a) tags and (b) artists with different popularity.

3.2 Simulating feedback loops
Figure 2 shows the results of simulating the feedback loop
of the recommendations. We can see how the Gini index
1 Note that there are 51,699 tags and therefore it is not possible to show
all of them.
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Gini

an undesired behaviour.
The goal of our future research is to expand our analysis on state-of-the-art algorithms proposed for cold-start
and long-tail music recommendation, which are still lacking such an evaluation.
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ABSTRACT

medium and human perception [2].
The widespread use and easy accessibility of streaming
platforms is an important achievement for today’s music
listeners, which are one click away from the possibility to
enjoy their favourite music and to discover new artists. In
this panorama, recommender systems play a key role as
bridge between users and the large amount of content accessible in digital repositories. Indeed, to browse the large
catalogue of tracks in streaming platforms is a task that
may reveal truly complicated for a user [10]. Music recommender systems represent a fraction of the wide family of recommender systems, often used in streaming services for tasks such as playlists continuation or the creation
of personalized music radios [24]. Consequently, most of
the users’ listening behaviours are nowadays subject to different layers of algorithmic-generated interactions, accomplishment that can bring along with it opaque social, economic and cultural issues [12, 33].
In our work, we are interested in assessing how the
diversity, which characterizes music from different parts
of the world, is represented within recommender systems,
and what can be the consequences of diversity in music
recommendations, or the lack thereof. We argue that to
preserve the richness of musical cultures is undoubtedly a
crucial mission of modern technologies, and recommender
systems have a critical role in that because of their impact
on music distribution [8].
The document is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the previous work on Recommender
Systems (RS) and its relationships with the concept of diversity, and also how this concept has been approached in
the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) field. Afterwards,
in Section 3 we present the research goals identified in our
research, followed by preliminary outcomes in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.

Music recommendations are increasingly part of the listening experience of people all over the world, especially
in the context of streaming services. In this scenario, recommender systems’ role is to help users in finding music
that can fit their interests and tastes. However, Westerncentric perspectives in systems’ design are often subject
to criticisms because of their power of reinforcing already
existing cultural bias and therefore potentially impacting
negatively on the music distribution mechanisms. In our
research proposal, we aim to address the problem of assessing the impact of music recommendation diversity, or
the lack thereof. This requires 1) the formalization of a
working definition of diversity in the music field 2) the development of evaluation practices for estimating diversity
in the context of music recommender systems 3) the observation of emerging impact due to music recommendation
diversity 4) the proposal of countermeasures for mitigating
negative or reinforcing positive impact observed. Basing
on already known consequences of information technologies in political, economic and social areas, our goal is
to understand the cultural impact that music recommender
systems can have on our society.
1. INTRODUCTION
Our age has been dominated by the advent of streaming
services, and music, or more generally audio-visual content, is a cultural product for which the enjoyment and
production have been extensively influenced and re-shaped
in the last century. As Benjamin at the beginning of the
20th century underlined in his "Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter
seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit" ("The Work of Art
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction"), the dual identity
of music, which influences and is influenced by society, is
strictly defined by the historical circumstances, and fundamental are the relationships between the work of art, the

2. RELATED WORK
Porcaro1 ,

2,

Gomez1,3 .

c Lorenzo
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2 , Emilia Gomez1,3 . “Music Recommendation Diversity: A Tentative Framework and Preliminary Results”, 1st Workshop on Designing
Human-Centric MIR Systems, 20th International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference, Delft, The Netherlands, 2019.

2.1 Diversity in Recommender Systems
First concerns about the lack of user-centric perspectives in
the design of recommendation systems, and related evaluation metrics, start to emerge around two decades ago [19].
In particular, the focus on improving the systems’ per-
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has also been at the centre of attention when dealing with
information technologies built for extracting knowledge
from the poietic domain i.e. the analysis of creative processes. In this direction, the work started by Serra in 2011
in the context of the project CompMusic 1 is an outstanding example of the need for including diverse approaches
when tackling the multicultural reality of the music of the
world [26].
Music recommender systems research has focused on
the problem of understanding and representing diversity at
two levels. At an individual level, it has been shown how
personal traits and listening behaviours influence users’
need for diversified recommendations [18, 29]. From another perspective, by means of cross-country analysis relationships between diversity and musical preferences have
been investigated, aiming at evidencing how cultural differences in geographical regions can also be reflected in
the listening experiences [7, 17]. These research lines reflect two of the future research directions of music recommender systems research identified by Schedl et al. in
[24]: Psychologically-inspired music recommendation and
Culture-aware music recommendation.

formance looking exclusively at the accuracy started to
be criticized, and alternative evaluation frameworks took
hold, introducing the so-called beyond-accuracy metrics.
In the literature, the most established of these metrics are
diversity, serendipity, novelty, and coverage, and we refer
to [11] for an extended survey and analysis of these metrics. Following, we focus on diversity, the central topic of
our work.
The need to adopt diversification strategies, i.e."to identify a list of items that are dissimilar with each other, but
nonetheless relevant to the user’s interests" [34], is often
related to counteract the so-called portfolio effect, a situation where recommended items are highly similar to the
ones targeted by the user, described by Burke in [4]. At
the same time, it justified the emergence of new evaluation metrics, such as the Intra-List Similarity presented by
Ziegler et al. in [36], where the items of a list are compared
between each other for estimating the general degree of
the list dissimilarity. However, when trying to improve the
performance of recommender systems in terms of diversity
metrics, the accuracy of these systems started to be challenged. This led to the emergence of the diversity-accuracy
dilemma, hence how to balance the trade-off between diversity and accuracy. Several techniques have been proposed for solving this trade-off, for instance using directed
random walks [16], or hybrid algorithms [35].
The multiple facets of diversity have implied the urgency for considering a wide conceptualization and different measurements, therefore different approaches also
in the recommender systems literature have tried to tackle
the problem of tuning the degree of diversity of recommendation lists. Among the others, in our research line we see
links with works on temporal diversity [15], intent-oriented
diversity [32], genre diversity [31], and multi-attribute diversity [6]. For an extended review of the approaches to
diversity in recommender systems, we refer to [13].

3. RESEARCH GOALS
The work of diversity assessment designed is structured in
four main goals. In the beginning, the main attention is
posed on the development of theoretical instruments for
defining and evaluating diversity in the area researched.
Subsequently, the focus is shifted in understanding the
consequences of music recommendation diversity from a
human-centric perspective, as described in the next sections.
3.1 Develop a Framework for Defining and
Evaluating Music Recommendation Diversity
The first research goal identified is the creation of a framework for defining and evaluating music recommendation
diversity, specific to the MIR and RS fields. A framework
that must assure: 1) a solid theoretical background; 2)
the development of analysis tools (toolkit, software, etc.).
Given the not univocal nature of diversity, as discussed by
Stirling in [27], our starting point is to understand how diversity has been approached in different literatures.

2.2 Diversity in Music Information Retrieval
Our understanding of music diversity is partly based on
the analysis of the semiology of music done by Molino
in [20]. Indeed, what the author argues is that historical
circumstances lead to a constant process of aesthetic revolution, making difficult to appear processes of standardization of the music languages. Even if subject to an increasing influence of the mass industry, music symbolic
evolution tends to preserve its nature of constant diversification process. In a parallel direction, when analyzing
the relationship between Western Music and other musical cultures ("its Other"), Born and Hesmondhalgh in [3]
underline that 1) the mutual influence that different musical cultures have on each other, and 2) the development
of these cultures in a system with specific socio-economic
characteristics, are two processes strictly related.
In the field of MIR, diversity has often been examined
in relation to musical tastes, hence to the aesthetic domain
i.e. the more diverse is the music that you like, the more diverse are your musical taste. From another perspective, diversity, intended as differences in cultural music traditions,

3.2 Assess Music Recommendation Diversity
The next step is to research how music recommender systems behave in different scenarios, focusing on the two
classic dimensions of recommender systems: user and
item. By making explicit the questions that we hypothesize, can we affirm that a recommendation list is more diverse than another one? Can we compare recommendation
lists created by different systems, and affirm which system
embeds more diversity? Can we compare recommendation
lists created for different users, and stating if a list is more
diverse than the other? Undoubtedly, the pitfalls contained
1
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

in these questions are several. At the end of this phase, we
aim at being able to compare different music recommender
systems and to evaluate how tuning systems settings can
influence the outcome diversity.

This paper provides an initial formalization of the research
work plan and first results on the study of the impact of
music recommendation diversity. Until now, few studies
in the MIR literature have focused on comprehending what
have been the consequences of introducing music recommendation technologies in the actual cultural context. Using the terminology introduced by Selbst et al. in [25], this
might cause a Ripple-Effect Trap, defined as a "Failure to
understand how the insertion of technology into an existing
social system changes the behaviours and embedded values of the pre-existing system". With our research, we aim
at raising awareness in the MIR field for avoiding to fall
in this abstraction trap while designing and implementing
music recommender systems.
Parallelly, another challenge is to define what diversity
can represent, and how it can be represented in the music recommendation field. In 2004, Huron in his article
Issues and Prospects in Studying Cognitive Cultural Diversity [9], included a call for action where he states:

3.3 Understand the Consequences of Music
Recommendation Diversity
What we are most interested in is to understand what might
be the societal impacts of using recommendation technologies in the context of cultural development. Starting from
already-known negative effects on society (such as filter
bubbles [21], echo chambers [28], and cyberbalkanization [30]), our objectives are: 1) to understand if consequences found in other areas can be reproduced while analyzing music recommender systems; 2) if others consequences can be found, specifically related to music field.
3.4 Propose Countermeasures for Tuning Music
Recommendation Diversity
The final part of this work will target the consequences
and impacts found, proposing novel methods for contrasting the counter effects of these technologies on humans. It
is difficult to identify a priori the techniques to be developed, considering the wide range of scenarios that might
derive from the research planned. However, we aim at including a complete spectrum of outcomes, from negative
ones, where recommender systems are proven to damage
human beings, to positive ones, where on the contrary the
use of this technology can improve the well-being and can
be used for the social good.

We[music researchers] should be concerned
about the loss of cultural diversity for the same
reason that biologists worry about the loss of
biodiversity: we don’t yet know what the loss
will mean, but we do know that the loss will
be irreversible.
Even if the comparison between cultural diversity and
biodiversity might be challenged in some aspects, the identification as a main problem of the unknown consequences
of the loss of diversity is part of the motivation of this work.
Indeed, we imagine that the lack of representation or the
misrepresentation of diversity potentially could lead to unfair treatment in music distribution, which in the worst scenario might lead to cultural discrimination.
Apart from that, our choice to focus on diversity as sociotechnical concept is also driven by recent debates about
the impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems on human behaviour and the related ethical, social, economic
and legal issues. Imagining recommender systems as part
of a broader field which can be AI, the importance of considering diversity is proven by its inclusion within the list
of seven key requirements that AI systems should meet in
order to be trustworthy, proposed in the Ethics Guidelines
for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence, written by the HighLevel Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2 .
Finally, our motivations are also partly reflected in the
less recent but fundamental debate about the importance
of the preservation of cultural diversity, which in 2001 has
led to the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity 3 . In this document, it is emphasized how cultural
diversity is a vehicle by which promoting pluralism, human rights, international solidarity and also, creativity.

4. PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES
Following the research line previously defined, exploratory
experiments have been carried out, thanks to which it has
been possible to achieve two initial results. On one hand,
in [22] we were able to explore standard diversity measures
from the Information Theory literature, applying them for
a comparative analysis of playlist datasets. On the other
hand, in [23] we made a first attempt of proposing new
measures for evaluating the variations of recommendation
lists in different scenarios.
Both studies have target items related to recommender
systems framework, playlist in [22] and recommendation
list in [23], and through the use of information retrieval,
statistics, and mathematical modelization techniques, we
have evaluated a degree of diversity, statically in the first
case whereas dynamically in the second. In these studies,
we centered our attention on two dimensions often considered in the MIR literature: popularity, or mainstreamness [1, 5], and semantic information [14].
In [22], characterizing and comparing four playlist
datasets created in different historical and technological
contexts, we notice the emergence of diverse patterns in the
users’ grouping choices. Similarly, by means of the comparison of analog and streaming radios, in [23] we started
to tackle the limitation of specific metrics for evaluating
music recommendation diversity.

2 https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/
ai-alliance-consultation/guidelines/1#Diversity
3 http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=
13179&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
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ABSTRACT

ities of music information retrieval and recommendation
may contribute tremendously in promoting diversity, inclusion, and equity—but may also be used to (intentionally or
unintentionally) create unreasonable imbalances.
For instance, it is widely known that algorithms used
for music recommendation are frequently prone to popularity bias [12]. This is a burden to inclusion, as such algorithms prioritize popular items and almost disregard the
long tail of less popular items. In other words, the spectrum of suggested items is limited to a proportionally small
set of items. As popularity bias is a common phenomenon
in algorithmic filtering, research came up with diversity
measures [15, 23] and there are various attempts to introduce diversity to recommendation algorithms [5, 6]. Studies (e.g., [9]) have shown that an increase in diversity has
a positive effect on user experience, while the ideal degree
of diversity may depend on user characteristics [10,13,21].
I postulate that we need to develop a deep understanding of the biases and inequalities because it is the essential
basis to design approaches for music recommendation that
are free from undesired biases and inequalities.
When we take a human-centric approach to music information retrieval (MIR), we need to consider all kinds of
roles involved in MIR—not just the user. In this work, I
put the—previously neglected—artists’ perspective in the
loop. With the goal to provide reasonable opportunities
for artists—for (currently) popular artists and artists in the
long-tail alike—in music recommender systems, I take the
position that research needs to investigate the various reasons that hinder equal opportunity and diversity in music
recommendation.
This position paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents the complexity of bias in music recommendation.
Section 3 puts the artists’ perspective into the loop. Section 4 presents the fundamental research questions that
have to be addressed to allow for equal opportunity for
artists and promoting diversity in music consumption.

Promoting diversity in the music sector is widely discussed
on the media. While the major problem may lie deep in
our society, music information retrieval contributes to promoting diversity or may create unequal opportunities for
artists. For example, considering the known problem of
popularity bias in music recommendation, it is important to
investigate whether the short head of popular music artists
and the long tail of less popular ones show similar patterns
of diversity—in terms of, for example, age, gender, or ethnic origin—or the popularity bias amplifies a positive or
negative effect.
I advocate for reasonable opportunities for artists—
for (currently) popular artists and artists in the long-tail
alike—in music recommender systems. In this work, I represent the position that we need to develop a deep understanding of the biases and inequalities because it is the essential basis to design approaches for music recommendation that provide reasonable opportunities. Thus, research
needs to investigate the various reasons that hinder equal
opportunity and diversity in music recommendation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Creating and maintaining diversity is an important and
widely discussed topic in our society [27]. Thereby the
debates on diversity are dominated by the challenges in
promoting diversity as our society is prone to lay ground
for unequal opportunities with respect to, for example, age,
disability, gender, ethnic origin, religion, or sexual orientation throughout our society.
The issue of unequal opportunities is also relevant and
a highly topical subject in the music sector. Some people
voiced their concerns that there is a general discrimination
of female artists [3, 16, 20, 24]. A similar inequality problem exists with respect to the little representation of black
artists (especially black female artists) in high-popularity
playlists on online music platforms [19, 20].
While the major problem may lie far beneath online music platforms or the music sector at large, the vast possibil-

2. THE COMPLEXITY OF BIAS
Music recommendation relies on algorithmic decisionmaking. And an emerging body of literature has shown
that algorithmic decision-making can go wrong in multiple ways [25], due to algorithmic problems, data sparsity,
or actors gaming the system (e.g., via click manipulation).
Typical problems include popularity bias, cold start prob-

c Christine Bauer. Licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Christine Bauer. “Allowing for equal opportunities for artists in music recommendation: A position paper”, 1st ISMIR Workshop on Designing
Human-Centric MIR Systems, Delft, The Netherlands, 2019.
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the artist gender distribution in recommended items?
If recommendations allow for little diversity in timbre,
items will likely be sung by same-gender singers.

lem, shilling attacks, grey-sheep problem, synonymy, as
well as scalability and latency problems [14]. This leads
to severe problems for society—from filter bubbles [18]
to the reproduction and amplification of stereotypes and
discrimination [22] to cognitive bias and humans’ overconfidence in algorithmic results [11]. Addressing these
problems, there is a growing body of literature on fairness,
accountability, and transparency in machine learning and
artificial intelligence [2, 7, 17].
Still, while some aspects of bias in data and algorithms
are subject of interest in research and draw attention on the
media (e.g., filter bubble and popularity bias), other biases
are not addressed or may even not have been identified yet.

Overall, the goal of future work is to investigate the various facets reasons that hinder equal opportunity and diversity in music recommendation. A deep understanding
of the biases and inequalities is the essential basis to design approaches for music recommendation that provide
reasonable opportunities for artists—for (currently) popular artists and artists in the long-tail alike.
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ABSTRACT

INTERACTION

Music recommender models are predominantly built upon
the assumption that historic listening data is the result of
the interaction between a user and an item and that overall interaction patterns can be extrapolated for making future recommendations (collaborative filtering). In this paper, we argue that listening logs are not only the result
of users interacting with items but users interacting with
items through a listening service. As such, the service has
an impact on the recommendations made and the data created, consequently also introducing biases to datasets used
for model training and evaluation.
We investigate the case of a large dataset of Spotify
playlists. In order to uncover patterns in the data, we
augment the dataset with record label information crawled
from the web. Subsequent first analyses of record label diversity within the playlists reveal unequal distributions and
higher consistency of the most popular label especially in
short playlists with few albums. We discuss possible reasons causing these patterns as well as potential algorithmic
biases of the approach taken.

INTRINSIC
“What?”

GOAL
“Why?”

CONTEXT
“Where & How?”

USERS

SERVICE

Listener Background

Catalog

Music Content

Service Aims

Music Purpose

Service Context

Music Context

Listener Intent

Listener Context

ITEMS

Figure 1. The service, i.e. the system itself, as a factor in recommender systems and influences the interaction between users and items, therefore the data logged.
Schematic extended from the user-item interaction factor
model in [9].
not only of the customers, but also the producers and the
system itself, among others, e.g., by maximizing revenue,
cf. [1, 2, 6]. This setting impacts therefore not only the
recommendations made, but also music recommender systems research, as the data generated might exhibit biases of
various nature (popularity bias, selection bias, etc.), affecting model selection and evaluation and potentially leading
to ethical issues in MIR and recommender research, cf. [5].
In light of these considerations, in the following, we
aim at exploring possible effects of the multistakeholder
setting on data used for music recommender systems research by considering record label information. After discussing the service as a relevant factor in more detail in
Sec. 2, in Sec. 3 we present an investigation of record label
diversity in a large dataset of playlists and report on initial
findings. We conclude the paper with a discussion on possible reasons, shortcomings, and algorithmic biases of the
presented study in Sec. 4 and future work in Sec. 5.

1. MOTIVATION
With the establishment of commercial online music
streaming services, with virtually unlimited access to music, music recommendation has become a commodity in
music listening and discovery. Models for recommendation are frequently based on collaborative filtering on historic listening data and/or manually generated playlists,
cf. [14, 16]. An underlying assumption of these models,
specifically matrix factorization models, is that the observed listening events are the result of the interaction between users and items. This assumption neglects, however, the role that the listening platform, i.e. the service
delivering the music to the listeners, plays a crucial role
in this process. In fact, music recommender systems operate in multistakeholder environments, serving the interests

2. THE SERVICE AS A FACTOR
As depicted in Fig. 1, the service (i.e. the system, in
the terminology of the multistakeholder framework [1])
acts as intermediary between users and items, and, just
like these, has different characteristic dimensions. Intrinsic properties comprise the catalog, i.e. which content is
provided and can be recommended. As an example, consider Soundcloud, which intrinsically recommends different music content than, e.g., Spotify. Goal refers to the
purpose and aim of the service (cf. the utility of the sys-

c Peter Knees, Moritz Hübler. Licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Peter Knees, Moritz Hübler. “Towards Uncovering Dataset Biases: Investigating Record Label Diversity in Music Playlists”, 1st Workshop on Designing Human-Centric MIR Systems, Delft, The Netherlands, 2019.
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public when the MPD was generated; each playlist was
created between the years 2010 and 2017; each playlist has
at least one follower, who is not the creator; each playlist
contains between 5 and 250 tracks; and—most interesting wrt. to the findings presented—each playlist contains
at least 3 unique artists and 2 unique albums. The million playlists contain a total of 66.346.428 track entries
(2.262.292 unique tracks from 825.245 unique albums by
295.860 unique artists).
No information on whether a recommender system was
supporting the manual creation of the playlists, e.g., by
providing suggestions for continuation, is given. As no
record label information was provided with the dataset, we
attempted to automatically augment the dataset with label
information for each contained album by developing a web
crawler as described next.

tem in the multistakeholder framework): Why is this service in place? What is the served market niche? What
are the identified use cases, such as a focus on music discovery? Furthermore, is delivery of specific content, such
as content owned by the service a priority, as is increasingly the case in the movie streaming domain (cf. Netflix, Amazon)? This information, ultimately, should facilitate answering the central question why recommendations
are (made) the way they are, and fostering transparency of
music recommender systems, cf. [7]. Finally, the Context
refers to the circumstances under which a service is operating and how this affects, e.g., the available catalog through
licensing restrictions in particular countries. Also the question of whether the service itself performs context-aware
recommendations, e.g., by serving different content based
on the used platform (app vs. desktop version), becomes
relevant under this property and affects the data created and
the recommendations made in consequence.

3.2 Crawling Record Labels
To gain additional data on music, web information extraction has shown to be a useful approach, cf. [8, 12]. For
looking up label information for an album, first, the title of
the album (and the additional constraint (album), optionally in combination with the artist name) is sent to Google,
and the first returned result from Wikipedia is searched for
label information in the free text as well as in the Wikipedia
info box. For the free text, plain occurrences of the keywords sony, universal, warner, and independent in the free
text are counted. For the info box, the section “Record
labels” is searched for links to entries of record labels.
Info boxes of pages of record labels are checked for entries in the section “Parent company”, recursively pointing to other record labels until no further parent companies
can be identified. All pages of record labels appearing in
this hierarchy are checked for the occurrence of the above
keywords, their frequencies weighted by a factor decreasing exponentially with the number of hops from the album
page. Finally, overall weighted frequencies per keyword
are summed up and the album assigned to the label with
the most frequent occurrence. If no keyword occurrence
is significantly high (after thresholding), the album is assigned to the label class unknown.
Due to time constraints, lookup was restricted to the
147,883 most frequent albums (17.92% of the 825,245
unique albums), of which 117,879 albums (14.28% of the
overall contained albums) could be classified. Because of
the skewed distribution of albums, the classified 14.28% of
albums already cover 92.1% of the occurring tracks of the
MPD. When adding looked up but unclassified albums, the
coverage increases to 96.59%.

3. PLAYLIST DATASET INVESTIGATION
When analyzing patterns in listening and playlist data,
common aspects considered are artist, album, genre, emotion, and listening context of the contained tracks [14]. Recent work by Porcaro and Gómez [13] investigates playlist
diversity wrt. popularity and social tag categories in different datasets.
A so far largely neglected aspect of music listening data
analysis in music information retrieval and recommendation research is information on the publisher, i.e. the record
label, which however is a key stakeholder in music recommendation. A record label or record company is defined
as a company which either published an album itself or
is distributing albums of other record labels (distributor).
Usually, an album is published by one or more record labels and each record label may have multiple distributors.
For instance, the album “Stoney” of rapper Post Malone
was published by the record label Republic, which is distributed by Universal Music Group, Virgin EMI Records,
Island Records and Universal Music Enterprises. The album “Coloring Book” by Chance the Rapper, on the other
hand, has neither a record label nor a distributor and is
therefore considered as being released independently. As
record labels of interest, we focus on the “big three” major global players of the record industry, namely Universal
Music Group, Sony Music, and Warner Music Group, as
well as independent releases.
3.1 Dataset
For our initial study, we investigated the Million Playlist
Dataset (MPD), a dataset of one million hand-crafted
playlists released by Spotify for the purpose of the RecSys Challenge’18 [3]. 1 As described in the documentation
of the dataset, included playlists were selected based on
several requirements, including that each playlist creator
is from the US and older than 13 years; each playlist was

3.3 Playlist Diversity
To quantify the diversity of a single playlists of the dataset
wrt. record label, the Simpson index is introduced [15].
The Simpson index measures the probability that two items
taken from a set belong to the same class—here, that two
tracks of a playlistP
belong to the same record label. It is
R
calculated as λ = i=1 p2i , where R is the number of label classes, i.e. 5, and pi the probability of each record

1 Note that data enhancement and experiments were carried out in
preparation of a submission to the creative track.
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All playlists

label to be drawn from the set, i.e. the number of tracks
belonging to a label divided by the total number of tracks
of the playlist. A low λ, therefore, stands for a high diversity while a high λ indicates a low diversity. Fig. 2 shows
the distribution of λ over all playlists in the set.

λ≥0.8

λ=1.0

60 %
45 %
30 %
15 %
0%

Universal

Sony

Warner

Independent

Unknown

Figure 4. Focus on percentage of labels in playlists (all
playlists vs playlists with Simpson index λ ≥ 0.8 and λ =
1.0, resp.).
decrease). Analysis of playlists with λ ≥ 0.8 shows that
they contain on average a smaller number of tracks (45.5)
and unique albums (12.0) than the global average (66.3 and
48.6, resp.). For playlists with λ = 1.0, i.e. playlists containing tracks from only one label, the average number of
tracks is 29.3, the average number of unique albums 6.8.

Figure 2. Distribution of Simpson index over all playlists.

4. DISCUSSION
3.4 Findings

Understanding the role of the recommendation service (cf.
Sec. 2) and looking into the record label as an additional
source for playlist and listening dataset analysis seem to be
worthwhile efforts. While this information might not be of
primary interest to most consumers, it can help in revealing
otherwise non-obvious patterns in the data.
From the collected information on the record labels it
can be concluded that (a) the original choice of investigating the “big three” record labels was justified as 73.2%
of all tracks could be assigned to one of them, and (b)
that labels are not distributed evenly in the dataset, with
Universal Music Group having a predominant position. A
possible explanation is that popularity is the dominating
effect leading to this behavior. This can have an impact
regardless of whether playlists are chosen purely manually
or with the help of a data-driven recommender system.
Whether the dominance of Universal in Spotify data
is leading to feedback loops or has other, possibly strategic, reasons remains subject to speculation. It needs to be
kept in mind that the MPD might be a non-representative
dataset, and that observed effects could relate to filtering
performed specifically for the RecSys Challenge’18. Generally, Spotify seems to put a focus on its role as a tool for
discovery, therefore aiming at exploring user preferences
by delivering diverse recommendations [10] and aiming at
providing fairness for suppliers [11].
When interpreting our findings on the MPD, one has
to be aware that the methodological process chosen itself
can introduce errors and biases. Such algorithmic biases,
cf. [4], could be connected to the assignment of a record
label. Counting keyword occurrences is a simple heuristic without check of plausibility or assessment of context.
Especially when using keywords such as universal and
independent higher occurrences can be expected than for
proper names like sony and warner. For the task at hand, a
connection can likely be modelled in this fashion, however,
correctness of the output is not guaranteed.

Due to the high popularity of few tracks and albums in the
dataset, the distribution of albums is highly skewed. Fig. 3
orders albums based on frequency in the dataset and shows
the label distribution as a histogram where each bucket
contains the same amount of album occurrences. Note that
bucket 1 (most frequent) comprises only 33 unique albums,
whereas bucket 20 comprises 718,836 unique albums.
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Figure 3. Distribution of labels sorted by album popularity (equal number of occurrences in dataset per histogram
bucket).
It can be seen that Universal is publishing most of the
tracks of the MPD (see also Fig. 4) and predominates a vast
majority of popular albums. It can also be seen that rare
and unpopular albums are more likely to be independent
releases or to have an unknown label (the latter also caused
by the restricted lookup).
The dominance of Universal can be seen more clearly
in Fig. 4, where the overall occurrence of labels among all
tracks is compared to the occurrence in highly homogeneous playlists. While Universal accounts for 34% of the
tracks in the overall dataset (followed by Sony with 20.8%,
Independent with 18.8%, and Warner with 18.4%), for
playlists with low label diversity (high λ), the share of Universal increases substantially (likewise other known labels
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5. FUTURE WORK

[6] Dietmar Jannach and Gediminas Adomavicius. Recommendations with a purpose. In Proceedings of the
10th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys), 2016.

Our initial findings require further analysis and deeper investigation of the identified effects. An important step towards this is to reconsider our design choices and data extraction methods. Instead of parsing Wikipedia, we could
resort to better structured sources of editorial metadata,
such as MusicBrainz, Discogs, allmusic, or Bandcamp.
Deeper investigation also comprises inspection of other
music recommendation datasets and comparison of findings. Another logical step will be to complement our investigations wrt. record label with other dimensions of
diversity (style, genre, tags, etc. [13] to identify potential
effects within sub-communities and use cases.
With regard to the consequences of possible biases in
the data, future work will consist in measuring the effect
of modeling label information within recommendation approaches on prediction accuracy. For the MPD, this could
be simulated upon release of the dataset for research beyond the RecSys Challenge’18. Also the identification of
other metrics that measure the impact of these effects, potentially in relation to societal values could be addressed.
Another direction for future research could be to extend
our approach to other domains and investigate, e.g. movie
recommendation datasets based on movie studios.

[7] Peter Knees. A Proposal for a Neutral Music Recommender System. In Proceedings of the 1st Workshop on
Designing Human-Centric MIR Systems, 2019.
[8] Peter Knees and Markus Schedl. Towards Semantic
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systems. In M. Augstein, E. Herder, and W. Wörndl,
editors, Personalized Human-Computer Interaction,
pages 223–252. De Gruyter, 2019.
[10] Malte Ludewig and Dietmar Jannach. User-centric
evaluation of session-based recommendations for an
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ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys),
2019.
[11] Rishabh Mehrotra, James McInerney, Hugues
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ABSTRACT

4. Cultural affinity: Most music heard is by members
of the hearer’s culture and it expresses that shared
identity with familiar sound and structures.

The social functions of music have been broken by successive music technology advances, bringing us to the current
“boundless surfeit of music” (Schoenberg) navigated with
only the faintest traces of common interests retained in personalised music recommendation systems. This paper recounts the desocialisation of music through sound recording, private listening, and automated recommendation, and
considers the consequences of music’s persistent cultural
and interpersonal power through this changing use.

5. Social interpretability: The hearer easily interprets
the performers’ purpose from their sounds: to calm,
play, mourn, etc.
6. Group distinction: Music that sounds different and
is hard to interpret is by people from a different
group or culture.
Constrained by acoustics and mobility, music has predominantly been an insular social practice. Sound recording and reproduction technology broken the requirement
of physical proximity between music producers and listeners, personal playback devices divided listeners from each
other, and personalised music recommendation is loosening the last cultural/social constraints on musical exposure
in pursuit of preference within a narrow range of uses.

1. WHAT MUSIC HAS BEEN
Humanity developed and developed with musical behaviours when these sounds had to come from people in
physical and social proximity. Today, much if not most of
our musical experiences involves listening alone to sounds
constructed in the past by people we will never meet [12],
sounds often chosen for us according to inferred individual preference. Consumer behaviour demonstrates that this
change is easy to adopt, but convenience does not guaranty
the shifts are benign. Despite the impacts of technology,
cross-cultural studies of modern musical practices show
that music continues to carry social weight in a number of
ways [18]. From a few claims about music before recording technology, we can contextualise their impacts on our
current listening cultures. For most of our species history,
the following held true:

2. SEPARATING MUSICIANS FROM LISTENERS
Separating sound and source has not removed the social
and cultural relationships previously associated with musical contact. Instead the identities of musicians are amplified and opened up to interpretation without practical constraints like physical proximity and voluntary interaction.
Only a speaker away, they never refuse to “Play it again!”
Creators of favourite and famous music engage our
attention and care because we are free to “know” them
through a medium that articulates cultural belonging, mutual trust, and intentional engagement. Repeated exposure
to specific tracks extends familiarity from baseline social
interpretability to the intimacy of co-performers. This sensitivity permits dedicated listeners to hear recording artists
as friends, peers, family, developing deep parasocial attachments. When a performer is perceived to contradict the
image their followers have inferred, whether on grounds of
musical skill [2] or social failings, betrayal of these unidirectional bonds challenge listeners appreciation of their
works. Social factors define the value of recorded music.
Ease of distribution has exposed listeners to a greater
diversity of music styles, crossing the boundaries of time,
geography, and socio-economic stratification. While music can promote cross-cultural understanding and respect,
exposure to new genres and artists exclusively via recordings may be having undesirable consequences. Humans

1. Proximity to source: Heard music is made by
nearby humans, people known to the hearer either
personally or by a role justifying their physical proximity.
2. Open broadcast signal: This music is also heard by
everyone else within earshot.
3. Effortful sound: Music is present when it is worth
the physical effort of producing it, whether for lullabies, group entertainment, solitary distraction, intimidation, etc.
c Finn Upham. Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Finn Upham. “Human subtracted: Social distortion of music technology”, 20th
International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference, Delft,
The Netherlands, 2019.
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performing. For some, music has become a tool to optimise their behaviour and feelings, compensating for undesirable emotional challenges [1]. Although physically removed from musicians and other listeners, music can still
carry the feeling of company. Like other forms of sociallyloaded media, music is often used as a social surrogate to
sooth loneliness, reminding people of community, identity,
and past interpersonal connections [16].

infer rules of musics quickly by ear, and repeated exposure
to recordings shift what is heard as “foreign” to sounds listeners claim as part of their own cultural practice. This
intuitive appropriation encourages audiences to feel entitled to the cultural work and products of other communities without acknowledging all the differences (and disparities) between them. A genre enthusiast can feel vague
empathy and affiliation for those making the music and yet
never confront conflicting bigotries such as racism [15].
Beyond the problem of enjoying music without respecting
the musicians, this pattern of appropriation has financial
costs to the communities from whom musical styles and
works have been stolen. Musical genres and works originating from Black musicians in North America have repeatedly been taken up by White musicians who go on to
have hugely impactful and profitable recording careers [9].

4. PASSIVE EXPOSURE
It’s always been common for music we hear to be chosen
by others. Most musical sounds heard would have been
culturally familiar and socially situated in who was making
them and why. Some circumstance would oblige engagement, but if the music was not in someway intended for
the hearer, they would be free to ignore the musicians’ efforts. While the range of relationships to music overheard
is much the same, technology has changed the reasons for
it to be in our environment, including who is responsible
for music’s presence.
With recorded tracks came new cultural contexts for the
introduction of new music. DJs with cultural authority program offering with information about the pieces or artist
while expressing personal assurances of the music’s quality. Videos present music with extra-auditory narratives.
And friend or expert mixtapes became playlists shared online with social value informing consumers’ relationship to
the sound before hearing it [6].
Automated music recommendation systems cut away
this last layer of social context from new works. Tracks are
offered mysteriously, anonymously, presenting the illusion
of understanding through personalization without a story
as to why the music is to be heard here and now. And without interpersonal pressure to pay attention and use one’s reactions, these sounds are easy to ignore. Some tracks may
catch our attention with novelty, but many will be overlooked as comfortably interpretable but not special unless
a social connection gives it worth. Instead of investing in
musical works to forge lasting affective meaning, services
like Spotify Discover parade an array of new pieces to be
heard without context, hassle free. As one user reported:
“... Spotify has changed the way I listen to music. When
previously I would stick to the music I had always listened
to due to the high level of work required to source new music that I like, I now enjoy large varieties of music and get
bored quickly of the same music over and over.” [4]
Casual listening to fresh material is fine for some purposes, but it is not an efficient path experiencing the
powerful emotions many consumers look for in music
[13]. Comparisons of self-selected vs expert-selected music consistently shows that music people choose themselves have stronger impacts on how they feel [19]. Personalised recommendation may try to give listeners music that fits their cultural affiliations and general mood, but
without social emphasis, it may be hard for consumers to
build the associations so useful for triggering stronger feelings.
If novelty is easier to serve than emotional impacts or

3. LISTENING ALONE
Solitary listening has become common practice, for some
the most common context for music listening [12], contrary to historical acoustic conditions and presumed uses
for group bonding and coordination. Listening to music
over headphones is a convenient way to isolate a listener
from their environment [11], to find entertainment without bothering others. Besides discouraging interpersonal
interactions, tailoring music to one person’s interests has
facilitated substantial changes in musical use.
Musical subcultures within larger communities are not
new phenomena, but technology and solitary listening
practices has shifted the membership from the people gathered for live events to individuals picking up associations
independent of their predominant cultural environment.
Intergenerational conflict over musical taste is cliche, but
the contrast in preference is exaggerated by uneven exposure to new genres. Family and neighbours can grow
deep cultural investment in musical styles without allowing each other to develop even superficial understanding
through passive exposure.
Self-actualisation is a notable aspects of teenage music consumption choices [17], using this medium to articulate personality and identity against the norms of their
immediate social environment. Like other cultural signifiers, genres carry stereotypes about their listeners [14],
and peer opinions seem to have more weight in determining listening preferences for students than many structural
qualities [8]. And yet, private listening also allows people access to music they’d rather not admit enjoying, for
fear of being judged by association with the musicians or
culture [5]. When music is a mechanism for defining ourselves as well as our community, the implications of association become personal.
Many of today’s recorded music consumers report selecting tracks strategically, to change their mood or explore
and resolve feelings [10]. Independent music consumption
allows individuals to focus music’s power to move a crowd
on themselves, using dance music to stay awake or be inspired by a favourite love song, free of having to consider
what might be overheard or the musicians own goals in
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[8] Leif Finnäs. How can musical preferences be modified? a research review. Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education, (102):1–58, 1989.

familiarity, users of music recommendation systems are
at risk of all the concerns raised so far. These services
encourage cultural wandering, helping users to appropriate genres without understanding the originating peoples
and cultures. They discourage the attentional investments
needed to develop strong emotional ties. And by tempting music consumers with personalised offerings, users are
further pressured to allow their proximal social networks to
decay.

[9] Kevin J Greene. Copyright, culture & (and) black music: A legacy of unequal protection. Hastings Comm.
& Ent. LJ, 21:339, 1998.
[10] Patrik N Juslin and Petri Laukka. Expression, perception, and induction of musical emotions: A review and
a questionnaire study of everyday listening. Journal of
New Music Research, 33(3):217–238, 2004.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Sound recording and subsequent technologies have utterly
transformed how we use music today and yet the acoustic, social, and cultural constraints of music practices past
still define its impacts on music consumers. When commercial recording was just starting, many musicians of the
day were concerned by the disruptions they anticipated. In
our present effortless consumption of recorded music selected to suit to our personal pallet, we have reached the
dreaded “domestication of sound” (Debussy) that allows
us to “listen lazily” (Stravinsky) and loose “our powers of
musical concentration” (Keller) in this “boundless surfeit
of music” (Schoenberg) [3] [7, p. 45]. But the greatest loss
in experience may be through the de-socialisation of music, as we overlook where it comes from and what it means
when that information is stripped away by the dominant
means of dissemination.
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ABSTRACT

ample, when users who belong to the unprotected group
receive more accurate recommendations than the users in
the protected group, we say there is discrimination against
the protected group. This unfair behavior can originate
from either the underlying biases in the input data used
for training [1,3,11] or the result of recommendation algorithms [12].
Abdollahpouri et al. in [2] showed that popularity bias
has a negative impact on the fairness of recommendation
outputs. In that work, authors showed that the recommendations generated for the majority of users are concentrated
on popular items even for those who are interested in longtail and non-popular items. A more similar analysis to our
work is done in [1] where authors showed how popularity
bias is correlated with the miscalibration of the recommendations and how different user groups with varying degree
of interest in popular items experience different levels of
miscalibration.
In this paper, we aim to do more exploration on the
possible reasons for discrimination in recommendation results. Our hypothesis is that the richness of a user’s profile
might have impact on how the algorithm performs for that
user. To explore this, we analyze users’ profile and investigate the relationship between the consistency of users’
ratings and the degree of calibrated recommendations. We
believe that the lack of consistency in user’s profile can be
one possible reason for miscalibrated recommendations as
recommender system is unable to correctly predict user’s
preferences. We discuss the approach for measuring profile consistency in next section.

Fairness in recommender systems has recently received attention from researchers. Unfair recommendations have
negative impact on the effectiveness of recommender systems as it may degrade users’ satisfaction, loyalty, and at
worst, it can lead to or perpetuate undesirable social dynamics. One of the factors that may impact fairness is calibration, the degree to which users’ preferences on various
item categories are reflected in the recommendations they
receive.
The ability of a recommendation algorithm for generating effective recommendations may depend on the meaningfulness of the input data and the amount of information available in users’ profile. In this paper, we aim to
explore the relationship between the consistency of users’
ratings behavior and the degree of calibrated recommendations they receive. We conduct our analysis on different
groups of users based on the consistency of their ratings.
Our experimental results on a movie dataset and several
recommendation algorithms show that there is a positive
correlation between the consistency of users’ ratings behavior and the degree of calibration in their recommendations, meaning that user groups with higher inconsistency
in their ratings receive less calibrated recommendations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems are powerful tools for predicting
users’ preferences and generating personalized recommendations. These systems, while effective, often suffer from
lack of fairness in recommendation results, meaning that
the outputs of recommendation algorithms are, in some
cases, biased against some protected groups [4]. As a result, this discrimination among users will negatively affect
users’ satisfaction, loyalty, and overall effectiveness of the
system.
Unfair recommendation is often defined as the situation that a recommendation algorithm behaves differently
when generating recommendations for different groups of
users (i.e., protected and unprotected groups). As an ex-

2. PROFILE CONSISTENCY
We define a rating to be consistent if it is in agreement
with the ratings given by other users. For instance, if a
user has given 5 to an item with the average rating of 2,
it means his rating has an inconsistency of degree 3. Profile consistency refers to the fact that how similar a user
rates an item compared to the majority of other users who
have rated that item. This has been referred to the gray
sheep problem in the literature [5]. Since collaborative filtering approaches use opinions of other users (e.g., similar
users) for generating recommendations for a target user, it
is highly possible that inconsistent profiles do not receive
effective recommendations. Given a target user, u, and Iu
as all items rated by u, inconsistency of u can be calculated
as:
P
|ru,i − ri |
(1)
inconsistencyu = i∈Iu
Nu

c Masoud Mansoury, Himan Abdollahpouri, Joris Rombouts, Mykola Pechenizkiy. Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Masoud
Mansoury, Himan Abdollahpouri, Joris Rombouts, Mykola Pechenizkiy.
“The Relationship Between the Consistency of Users’ Ratings and Recommendation Calibration”, 20th International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference, Delft, The Netherlands, 2019.
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Table 1: Accuracy of recommendation algorithms

4. EXPERIMENTS

algorithm

UserkNN

ItemkNN

SVD++

ListRankMF

precision@10

0.214

0.223

0.122

0.148

where ru,i is the rating provided by u on item i, ri is
average of ratings assigned to item i, and Nu is the number
of items rated by u.
3. CALIBRATION MEASURE
Measuring fairness of recommendation results is a complex task. Several metrics have been recently proposed for
measuring the equity of recommendation results [3,11,12].
Bias disparity [9, 11] is one of those metrics that measures how much an individual’s recommendation list deviates from his or her original preferences in the training
set across an item’s category. The issue with bias disparity
is that it calculates the bias value for a group of users on a
specific item category and does not return the overall bias
value for a group of users across all item categories.
Calibration of recommendations is another factor that
affects fairness in recommender systems [10]. Calibration
measures the distance between users’ preferences in training data and the predicted preferences in recommendation
lists. Distance equals to zero indicates perfect calibration,
while distance larger than zero indicates a degree of miscalibration. For the rest of the paper, we use the term miscalibration to refer to this distance value.
Original preferences in train set and predicted preferences in recommendation lists are represented as distributions across item categories and the distance between these
two distributions shows the degree of miscalibration. The
main incentive behind having calibrated recommendation
is the fact that recommendation lists should appropriately
represent users’ profile/interest in train data. Assume a
user’s profile consists of 70% action movies and 30% adventure movies. Then, it is expected that the recommendation list for this user also contains the same proportion of
each genre.
For calculating the miscalibration, we follow the equations introduced in [10]. Given the distribution of items’
category in user u’s profile as p and the distribution of
items’ category in recommendation list generated for user
u as q, we use Kullback-Leibler divergence measure for
calculating the distance between these two distributions for
user u as follow:
KLu (p|e
q) =

X

c∈C

pc log

pc
qec

4.1 Experimental results
Figure 1 shows the relationship between inconsistency in
users’ profiles and the miscalibration of the recommendations for each group. For all recommendation algorithms,
there is a positive correlation between inconsistency of the
ratings in the profile and miscalibration: as inconsistency
increases, miscalibration will also increase. Except for
SVD++, there is a strong correlation for all other recommendation algorithms.
The correlation coefficient for UserKNN is 93%, for
ItemKNN is 96%, for SVD++ is 53%, and for ListRankMF
is 88% which are indicative of strong correlation between
inconsistency of profile and miscalibration, except for
SVD++.
These are interesting results as they show that users who
provide inconsistent ratings will less likely receive calibrated recommendations. This can increase unfair situation such that different users will receive different level of
calibration in their recommendation lists. Therefore, taking into account the inconsistency of users’ profile when
generating recommendations can alleviate unfairness of
recommendation outputs.

(2)

where C is item categories (e.g., genres in movie recommendations) and qe is approximately similar to q calculated as:
qec = (1 − α).qc + α.pc

For experiments, we use MovieLens 1M (ML1M) dataset
which is a movie rating data collected by the MovieLens 1 research group. In this dataset, 6,040 users provided 1,000,209 ratings on 3,706 movies. The ratings are
in the range of 1-5 and the density of the dataset is 4.468%.
Also, each movie is assigned several genres. Overall, there
are 18 genres in this dataset.
For performing experiments, we divided the dataset into
train and test sets as 80% and 20%, respectively. The train
set is used for building the model, and in the test condition,
we generate recommendation lists of size 10 for each user.
After recommendation generation, for each user, we
calculate a value for inconsistency of profile and a value
for miscalibration. We measure inconsistency of profile
using equation 1 and miscalibration of recommendations
generated for a user using equation 2. For the purpose of
presentation, we sort users based on their profile inconsistency and then group them into several groups with the
same range. Finally, for each group we calculate the average of profile inconsistency and miscalibration.
Our experiments includes user-based collaborative
filtering (UserKNN), item-based collaborative filtering
(ItemKNN), singular value decomposition (SVD++), and
list-wise matrix factorization (ListRankMF). All recommendation models are optimised using Grid Search over
hyperparameters and best results in terms of precision are
reported here. Table 1 shows the accuracy of those recommendation algorithms. We used librec-auto and LibRec
2.0 for all experiments [6, 8].

5. DISCUSSION

(3)

Although in this paper we considered consistency of users’
profile as a factor that has positive impact on the effectiveness of recommender systems, there might be other factors
that also contribute to the effectiveness of these systems.

The purpose of qe is to overcome the issue of zero values
for some categories in q. Small value for α > 0 guarantees
qe ≈ q. In our experiments, we use α = 0.01 as suggested
in [10].

1
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(a) UserKNN

(b) ItemKNN

(c) SVD++

(d) ListRankMF

Figure 1: Relationship between inconsistency of users’ profile and miscalibration of recommendations generated for those
users.
Recommendation in Multistakeholder Environments
(RMSE), 2019.

Profile size can be one of the factors for generating successful recommendations and may affect the performance
of recommender systems. Users with low profile size or
insufficient number of ratings are often known as coldstart users. It has been long noted that these profiles are
the source of concern for recommender systems as recommendation algorithms are unable to accurately predict their
preferences [7].
Information gain (i.e. entropy) is one form of measuring informativeness of a profile and another factor that may
affect the performance of recommender systems. A Profile with high entropy is the one where the user has provided ratings to a wide range of items from least preferred
to most preferred ones. These profiles are informative because they provide both positive and negative feedback and
recommender system will better learn to what recommend
and what not recommend. We will consider aforementioned metrics (or combination of those metrics) for measuring informativeness or richness of a profile as our future
work.
Our experiments in this paper are performed on a useritem rating data in movie domain. However, it can be extended to other datasets from different domains. In particular, as a future work, we intend to extend this work to
music recommendation. We are interested in investigating
whether inconsistency of a user’s profile has any connection with the fact that some users have a niche taste and
they might rate some popular songs differently from the
the majority of other users.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the relationship between the
consistency of users’ profile and calibration of recommendations. Our experimental results showed that recommendation algorithms generate more calibrated recommendations for consistent profiles. As a future work, we aim to
further explore the relationship between profile richness
and recommendation calibration by taking into account
other metrics like profile size and entropy.
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